
Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Re: Comments on proposed traffic calming Ridgefield, Ridgement & Highridge
Roads
1 message

Jacob Ray <Jacob.Ray@como.gov> Thu, Sep 15, 2022 at 7:39 AM
To: "Bowders Jr, John J." <BowdersJ@missouri.edu>
Cc: Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Dr. Bowders,

Thanks for the comments.

I am including Andrew Briedwell of our staff on this email since he is managing this project. 

Should you have any further questions or comments please let Andrew or myself know.

Thanks.

Jacob Ray, P.E.
Traffic Engineering Supervisor
Public Works Department
City of Columbia - Missouri
573-874-7688
573-489-8312

On Wed, Sep 14, 2022 at 9:34 PM Bowders Jr, John J. <BowdersJ@missouri.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Jacob,

 

This is John Bowders.  I live at 1342 Overhill Road.  I drive my car and ride my handbike on the roads slated for traffic
calming: Ridgefield Road, Ridgemont and Highridge Drives.  I made some notes on the attached pdf file and explain
below:

 

1. Sheet 3 of 9: Ridgemont – College Park intersection:
a. The County House trail crosses at-grade at this intersection
b. The proposed speed hump at the Ridgemont – CoachLamp intersection is not the best location.

                                                               i.      With the new homes along the south side of Ridgement, there
are often cars parked along the south side of Ridgement.  This narrows the street and
effectively slows the traffic on Ridgement.

                                                             ii.      Cars heading east on Ridgemont will slow for the speed hump
but then they will accelerate into the College Park – Ridgement intersection (and County
House trail crossing). 

c. The proposed speed hump on Ridgement just to the east of 1907 residence will result in a similar
‘acceleration’ into the Risdgemont – College Park intersection (also crossing the County House trail).

d. Cars heading west on Ridgement do not have a clear vision of trail users heading south along College
Park.  Trail users can just ‘pop into view’ at the last minute as vehicles approach the intersection from the
east.

e. The orientation of the home at 2014 Ridgemont is very unfortunate.  Residents are exiting their driveway
practically entering the intersection and definitely blinding eastbound vehicles from seeing trail users
crossing Ridgement.
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f. I suggest you consider eliminating both speed humps and installing a 3-way stop at the Ridgement –
College Park intersection.  This is the safest alternative for County House trail users at the at-grade
crossing of Ridgemont.  It will also serve to slow the traffic on Ridgemont.

1. Sheet 5 of 9: Highridge – Mills intersection:
a. The speed hump proposed for Highridge in front of 1607 Highridge should be relocated. There are

always numerous cars often parked on both sides of the Highridge Drive beginning at Mills and extending
past the proposed location of the speed hump.  I believe that some  of the parked vehicles are employees
of the businesses located in the strip mall between Mills and Forum Blvd.

b. A speed hump would be more effective located further away from the Mills – Highridge intersection.

 

Jacob, thank you for sending out the information about the proposed actions.  I am happy to meet with you to further
discuss my concerns if you have any questions about my comments.

 

Best regards, jjb

 

John Bowders

bowders@missouri.edu

573.268.1102  Cell

1342 Overhill Road

CoMo 65203
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Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Fwd: [PubW]: Attn: Andrew Briedwall 
Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov> Tue, Sep 27, 2022 at 7:45 AM
To: Mel B <brantmelodi@gmail.com>

Melodi,

The current proposed plan for traffic calming can be found here:
como.gov/webapps/cipweb/downloadfile.php?id=3359 

The current proposed plan for calming includes 6 speed humps on Ridgefield Rd., 8 speed humps and 1 speed table on
Ridgemont and Highridge Dr., and 1 speed hump on Ridgemont between Highridge Dr. and Highridge Cir. We are also
proposing improvements to the crosswalk at Ridgemont and College Park Dr. 

Thanks, 
Andrew Briedwell, P.E.
Traffic Engineer
Public Works Department
City of Columbia - Missouri
(573) 874-7265

On Thu, Sep 22, 2022 at 9:57 AM Mel B <brantmelodi@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Andrew,
 
So what is going to be done to calm the traffic? Because it is getting absolutely out of hand and worsens by the day. It
is truly dangerous to drive, park, or walk around the neighborhood because people do not abide by the speed limit
signs. 
 
I already filled out that form and mailed it to you directly so hopefully you got that. Just a re-iteration on that form, my
old 4runner was recently totaled on this street due to someone driving at a ridiculous speed and hitting my parked
vehicle in front of my house.
 
Thank you,
Melodi Brant
1607 Highridge Dr
 
On Thu, Sep 22, 2022 at 7:46 AM Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov> wrote: 

Hi Melodi,
 
The diagrams shown at the meeting can be found on the project webpage at this link:
 
https://www.como.gov/webapps/cipweb/display_project.php?project_id=2253
 
During the meeting, there was general discussion regarding snow and the effect of speed humps on driving in the
snow, as well as concerns with the crosswalk at College Park Dr. and Ridgemont. If you have any questions or
concerns, please let me know and I will answer them for you.
 
There is also a comment form on the webpage. If you have comments for the project, you can complete that form
and email it back to me or put your comments directly in an email and I will add them to the record. The project will
continue to be developed as we receive comments through the end of the month. 
 
Thanks, 
Andrew Briedwell, P.E.
Traffic Engineer
Public Works Department
City of Columbia - Missouri
(573) 874-7265
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---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Mel B <brantmelodi@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Sep 21, 2022 at 10:49 AM 
Subject: [PubW]: Attn: Andrew Briedwall 
To: <Pubw@como.gov> 
 
 
Hi there,
I was unable to make the City meeting last week in reference to the Highridge Drive/ Ridgemont traffic calming
project. Can you send me the notes from the meeting or tell me what was discussed / decided? 
Regards,
Melodi Brant
660.233.0146 

mailto:brantmelodi@gmail.com
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Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Fwd: [PubW]: R R, R, & H D traffic calming 

Dana Sample <Dana.Sample@como.gov> Fri, Aug 26, 2022 at 2:54 PM
To: Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Andrew,

Please see comments below.

Thank you, 
Dana Sample, CTA
Sr. Administrative Support Assistant / HR Liaison
City of Columbia, Public Works Department
701 E Broadway, 3rd Floor
Columbia, MO 65201
573-874-2489
Dana.Sample@como.gov 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: 'david gold' via PubW <pubw@como.gov> 
Date: Fri, Aug 26, 2022 at 2:44 PM 
Subject: [PubW]: R R, R, & H D traffic calming 
To: pubw@como.gov <pubw@como.gov> 

Dear Sirs and Madams,

I live on Ridgefield, the last six years.  I liked the area because is was peaceful, generally quiet, with meandering roads
and well kept homes.  

There is, probably, too much traffic because our streets have become routes between larger and more traveled streets. 
But, we can't do much about that. 

I was unable to attend an early meeting on traffic calming in my area and I don't know if I will be able to attend the
upcoming one. Obviously, I don't know the results of the previous meeting; but, I'd like to. Are there minutes, notes,
whatever avaliable? 

If I can't come, I would like to restate and opine my response to the topic. No, no, no. I do not like speed bumps/speed
tables/sleeping policemen. Think of your budget and your deficit and don't do it. Try anything else that does not 
three-dimensionally alter the road surface. Try more speed limits signs and/or intersection striping or sidewalks, etc.. Try
radio and tv and/or school education. The neighborhood doesn't benefit from speed tables. They're a nuisance and
ineffective. The only benefit is to chiropractors, osteopaths, massage therapists, physical therapists, and mechanics. On
that note, maintain and repair our streets. Was happy  to see what resurfacing has been...to make a smooth ride.
More appreciative of that than wasting money on calming.

To me the current speed tables in town are an anathema and should be removed, not proliferated.  Education is a better
long tibudget for whatever reasoning is behind this plan...and less government  spending and keeping to a budjet.

Sincerely

David Gold

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Fwd: [PubW]: R R, R, & H D traffic calming 

david gold <dlg49gold@yahoo.com> Wed, Sep 14, 2022 at 9:20 AM
Reply-To: david gold <dlg49gold@yahoo.com>
To: andrew.briedwell@como.gov

Thank you for the response;  it's a regrettable one...but, appreciated.
I have outoftowners coming about when the meeting is; regrettably I may not be able to attend, again. 
But, for the record, I thoroughfare-illy am against speed tables in the neighborhood.
I walk and drive regularly in the area and see other walkers, dog walkers, runners, families and pram pushers and rarely
see a problem.
Consider it a waste of money, an inconvenience and unnecessary.  Their installation is not progress, nor will be useful.
David Gold 
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

[Quoted text hidden]
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Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Re: [PubW]: Ridgefield Road, Ridgemont, and Highridge Drive Traffic Calming 
1 message

Cindy Rueger <cindy.rueger@como.gov> Mon, Sep 19, 2022 at 11:16 AM
To: Robert Overmann <bob.overmann@gmail.com>
Cc: pubw@como.gov, Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Thank you for contacting the City of Columbia. I have forwarded your comments to the engineer working on this project.

On Mon, Sep 19, 2022 at 11:11 AM Robert Overmann <bob.overmann@gmail.com> wrote: 
Hi Columbia Public Works team:
 
I'm emailing to share input on the proposed traffic calming project at Ridgefield, Ridgemont, and Highridge Dr. 
 
My wife and I live at 1811 Highridge Dr, Columbia, MO 65203. Our street is frequently used by pedestrians and
cyclists (including ourselves). Drivers often exceed the speed limit and fail to give cyclists/pedestrians adequate space
on the road.
 
I would like to see both a sidewalk and a bicycle lane installed on Highridge. I also suggest speed bumps be added
(except on the Highridge hill, where I understand speed bumps would present a safety issue). 
 
I support on-street parking, as it slows traffic down by narrowing the usable road. However, I would not want vehicles to
be allowed to park in the bicycle lane.
 
Unfortunately, I believe my home and those near it are set back the minimum distance from the road. Therefore, I
would either want to see a single side walk installed on the other side of the street, where there is ample room, or to
see the sidewalk installed in the existing road (narrowing it, which would slow traffic). 
 
Thank you for considering my input.
 
Best,
 
Robert Overmann
 
-- 
Writer, Editor, & Content Strategist | Signify Services 
 
Sent with Mixmax

--  
Cindy Rueger
Senior Administrative Support Assistant
Public Works, City of Columbia
Cindy.Rueger@CoMo.gov
573-874-2489
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Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Fwd: [PubW]: Ridgefield Road, Ridgemont, and Highridge Drive traffic calming
1 message

Dana Sample <Dana.Sample@como.gov> Tue, Aug 23, 2022 at 2:21 PM
To: Andrew Briedwell <andrew.briedwell@como.gov>

Andrew,

Please see the comments below regarding Ridgefield Rd, Ridgemont, and Highridge Dr.

Thanks, 
Dana Sample, CTA
Sr. Administrative Support Assistant / HR Liaison
City of Columbia, Public Works Department
701 E Broadway, 3rd Floor
Columbia, MO 65201
573-874-2489
Dana.Sample@como.gov 

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Kitty Spencer <kittymspencer@gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, Aug 23, 2022 at 2:17 PM 
Subject: [PubW]: Ridgefield Road, Ridgemont, and Highridge Drive traffic calming 
To: <PubW@como.gov> 

Hello,

This is in regard to the letter dated 8/22/22 regarding the above project. My husband and I reside (and have for 28 years)
on the 1700 block of Ridgemont at the crest of the hill and have noticed vehicles traveling very fast up and down the road.
We are concerned for pedestrians and other vehicles. We are unable to attend the meeting on 9/15/22 and wanted to
express our concerns.

Thank you! 

--  
Kitty Spencer 
573-424-5323 
kittymspencer@gmail.com 
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